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Leverage the knowledge
that your company already has.
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Intelligent use of existing knowledge is critical to the
success of your business.
Mindbreeze InSpire efficiently harnesses
the complete body of corporate
knowledge by providing users with the
information they need – relevant to their
specific context and at the right time.

Based on the findings of more than 10
years of research and development in the
field of artificial intelligence, Mindbreeze
InSpire links, analyzes, interprets, and
extracts the relevant information from
multiple enterprise data sources and
makes it available to users across
departments and locations.
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UNPACK
Delivery of the Mindbreeze
InSpire appliance.
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PLUG IN
Integration into the
company’s own IT
infrastructure.
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M I N I M A L E F F O RT

MAXIMUM BENEFIT

Mindbreeze InSpire is delivered as an
appliance.

With Mindbreeze InSpire, you’ll find all
the relevant information.

After simple and rapid integration into
the existing IT infrastructure, data
indexing can be initiated.

Every possible data source is searched
– from different document formats and
core databases to e-mail servers and
document management systems.
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INDEX
Connect the data
sources and initiate the
analysis of the existing
information.
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USE
Provide users with
comprehensive information
efficiently.

Leveraging corporate knowledge
Mindbreeze InSpire links information and takes your
enterprise search to a whole new level.

EXTRACTING INFORMATION

CONTEXT-RELATED INFORMATION

With the help of over 450 connectors,
Mindbreeze InSpire connects to the
various data sources of the company.

Employees have a personalized view of
corporate knowledge according to their
role/access rights.

360-DEGREE VIEW

DEEP CONTENT ANALYTICS

All relevant data is consolidated and
clearly displayed to provide an overview
of customers or projects.

Mindbreeze InSpire works languageindependently and provides content
analyses.

HUMANIZED BIG DATA

ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE

The information is clearly arranged for
the specific application or use. This
allows you to actively support the dayto-day work of departments in your
company.

Mindbreeze InSpire uses applied
artificial intelligence methods to
understand the processed information
and link it intelligently to suit the
specific use cases.

Understanding content
By applying methods of artificial intelligence,
Mindbreeze InSpire facilitates the understanding
and interpretation of structured and unstructured
information.
By means of deep learning algorithms,
linguistic interpretation is performed
to determine the actual meaning of the
content and to adjust the search results
accordingly. Taxonomies, ontologies, and
company catalogs serve as the basis
for augmenting the system’s knowledge
base.

Using natural language processing (NLP)
and natural language question answering
(NLQA), Mindbreeze InSpire understands
natural, human language and can identify
people, institutions, locations, and time
periods in multiple languages.
For a question such as “When was Walt
Disney born?”, the system recognizes
“When” as a question word and also
understands that Walt Disney is a person
and that someone was born.

This also allows specific information
such as in-house acronyms, branding,
and preferred terminology to be
identified and extracted.

To further refine very specific subject domains, additional technical catalogs can be
added and implemented at any time.

Mindbreeze understands content
Walter Elias “Walt” Disney (
was an
actor and

American

December 5, 1901 –

entrepreneur ,

film producer . As a

cartoonist ,

Hollywood

voice

American

world , he is regarded as a

icon , known for his influence and contributions to

Roy O. Disney co- founded

animator ,

prominent figure within the

animation industry and throughout the

20th century . As a

December 15, 1966 )

cultural

entertainment during the

business mogul , he and his brother

The Walt Disney Company .
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Nowadays, merely making data available
in different applications is no longer
enough.
Information has to be networked across
all applications, departments, and
corporate boundaries and presented in
a clearly structured format in order to
perfectly support business processes.
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By linking all existing information,
Mindbreeze generates comprehensive
360-degree views that are individually
prepared and tailored for each user and
is thus able to provide targeted support
to specialist departments and meet their
information needs.

International Customers

Security and Reliability
CERTIFIED
TÜV AUSTRIA CERT GMBH

EN ISO 9001
20100151429760
ISO/IEC 20000
01815006
ISO/IEC 27001
incl. ISO/IEC 27018
TA420151429762
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GLOBAL PLAYER’S FIRST CHOICE
More than a thousand custosmers across the globe
rely on Mindbreeze

Mindbreeze is helping us to move a step further into the future
of digitalization and to better provide our employees with all
the information they need. We can leverage the knowledge
of our researchers and developers faster and more targetoriented, for instance, to be able to offer our customers an
increasing number of new and innovative products and services.
Nico Dannenbring, Corporate Innovation Manager, Lufthansa
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